Abstract. This paper looks at five mechanisms by which traffic-controlled intersections can interact within a longrange traffic forecast and explores the computational implications of each. These mechanisms apply to networks that can adapt to changing travel behaviors over a long period of time. One mechanism relates to user-optimal equilibrium traffic assignment, which is a prerequisite for the remaining four: the chopping of traffic streams by signals; the smoothing of traffic streams by signs or meters; progressive signalization; and deployment of newly warranted traffic control devices. The inclusion of nodal interactions in traffic forecasts can substantially improve the precision of traffic forecasts but may require a very large increase in computational effort.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned about how the operational characteristics of intersections can be represented in forecasts of traffic conditions many years in the future, particularly when adjacent intersections interact with each other. Of greatest interest here are computational requirements and possible gains to be made by accurately representing certain network behaviors. There are four classes of behaviors that need to be considered: (1) the behavior of drivers when choosing their daily travel patterns, (2) the behavior of drivers when negotiating various traffic situations, (3) the behavior of traffic controls and their operators in response to varying traffic levels, and (4) the behavior of traffic engineers in response to traffic problems as they develop over long periods of time. When all four behaviors are active in a traffic forecast, it is possible to describe the network as being fully adaptive. An adaptive traffic forecast would seek a long-range equilibrium between users' needs and traffic supply characteristics, considering the possibility that traffic supply can change in response to traffic demands.
Although certain types of interactions between nodes are addressed within the usual framework of equilibrium traffic assignment, there are other interactions that have been largely ignored by practitioners. There are at least five interaction mechanisms that affect delays on networks.
1.
Equilibrium. Delays at a node might encourage or discourage traffic from using that node, which can cause traffic volumes, operational characteristics and delays to change at neighboring nodes. This is a typical process in equilibrium traffic assignments that has been studied by several researchers over the past two decades. 2. Chopping. Nodes can create interruptions in traffic flow, which can affect delays at downstream nodes. Traffic engineers refer to this process as upstream filtering. Upstream filtering at traffic signals can affect the delays at downstream signals and delays at both signed and unsigned approaches at unsignalized intersections. 3. Smoothing. Nodes can create more uniform headways, which can affect delays at downstream intersections.
For example, all-way stop controlled intersections, when operating near capacity, tend to eliminate long gaps between vehicles and fully disperse platoons. A ramp meter also disperses platoons, but this effect is primarily on the ramp junction itself. 4. Progression. An arrival type, as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual (1), is a measure of progression quality, and arrival types at intersections may be affected by traffic conditions at neighboring intersections. In optimized traffic systems, corridors with high demand may have higher (better) arrival types than lower demand corridors in the same vicinity. 5. Deployment. The presence or absence of a traffic control device at a node may be affected by the traffic controls and traffic volumes at neighboring intersections. This issue has been described by Horowitz and Granato (2) for traffic signals. The presence or absence of a ramp meter is a similar issue that has gained the attention of both researchers and practitioners.
The extent to which these mechanisms must be addressed in a travel forecasting context relates to the question of how adaptive the network can and should be. It can reasonably be argued that for long-range capital program evaluations networks should be highly adaptive (3) . That is, the network should properly accommodate all short-range traffic operational strategies, such as signal and sign placement, signal phases and timing, progressive signalization, ramp meters and associated minor geometric changes. Increasing the adaptiveness of a network increases the interaction between nodes and adds computational effort.
Most travel forecasting networks today are not explicitly adaptive, as they consider delays only along links and ignore delays at nodes. However, the number of planning organizations implementing traffic assignments with node delays is increasing. The deployment of traffic controls, if considered at all, is done prior to the simulation using professional judgment. This paper explores the degree to which interactions between nodes affect traffic assignment results and describes improvements in forecast precision that may be achieved with better delay estimates. Tests are performed on full-size planning networks for Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Only mechanisms 2, 4 and 5 will be subject to computational tests in this paper. Mechanism 1 has been dealt with extensively by this and other researchers. Mechanism 3 will be discussed more generally on the basis of work done elsewhere. Omitted entirely from this discussion are geometric changes, except those commonly performed while deploying a traffic control device.
CONVENTIONAL METHOD OF HANDLING ELEMENTARY ADAPTATION IN LONG RANGE TRAVEL FORECASTS
Elementary adaptation involves setting the phasing plan and green times for signals in response to traffic volumes in a manner that would be done by a traffic engineer or by a computer in real time. Delays at any approach are quite sensitive to the signal timing. For example, Granato (4) used delay relations from the 1994 HCM in almost exactly the same way as a traffic engineer would use them to set and evaluate the signal timing. This study set the phase plan by rule, allowing one or more protected-left phases between pairs of opposing approaches. Green times are also set by rule, following guidance contained in the HCM. Granato (4) was able to document that assignments created with elementary adaptation had lower error than those accomplished with simplistic delay relations, such as the BPR curve.
A major implication of this approach to calculating delays is that the relationship between volume and delay at a single approach is extremely complex. Delay as a function of volume, d = f(v), is neither strictly increasing nor continuous, as one would expect from a link-based delay relation such as the widely-used BPR curve. Furthermore, the delays at any one approach depend upon the volumes at all other approaches. The complexity of the volume-delay relation precludes the use of classical optimization methods, such as Frank-Wolfe decomposition, to find a user-optimal equilibrium traffic assignment. It is easy to show that solutions are not necessarily unique and that several valid equilibrium assignments may exist for any given network. Fortunately, the method of successive averages (MSA) (5, 6) has been demonstrated as capable of finding at least one user-optimal equilibrium traffic assignment, and there is typically little difference between equilibrium solutions on real networks. Many of these computational issues have been explored in a review article by Meneguzzer (7).
It is important not to overlook the fact that demands within a travel forecasting model are sensitive to the amount of delay; therefore, demands will change to reflect the effects of elementary adaptation. In the tests described later, trip distribution was sensitive to calculated delays through a feedback loop.
Elementary adaptation requires the addition of many thousands of lines of code to the traffic assignment subroutines; however, the computational burden of adding elementary adaptation is relatively small. Delay calculations increase execution time by just a few percent; and MSA, being a little less efficient than classical methods, adds a few percent more. The software used for this paper requires very little additional data beyond normal travel forecasts. Links and nodes were coded on the network as usual; however, additional data at each approach were required to show presence of signs, lane geometry, cycle length and quality of progression. Within the software data was organized and processed in much the same manner as an HCM procedure in a manner largely transparent to the user.
The smoothing of traffic by stop signs and other similar controls, as described by mechanism 3 in the introduction, is easily accommodated in any software that is capable of handling elementary adaptation.
METHODS OF HANDLING TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE DEPLOYMENT
Traffic control device deployment essentially involves deciding which type of traffic control is most appropriate for each intersection. It is possible to perform this decision as part of the delay calculations associated with elementary adaptation, but the results would not reflect nodal interactions and would be unrealistic.
The methods used experimentally to handle traffic control deployment are at the other (high) end of the computation scale from elementary adaptation. There are two major approaches: simulation and optimization. It is also possible to combine these two approaches. Optimization and simulation may give radically different solutions to the same problem. Figure 1 illustrates an optimization approach adapted for this paper, and Figure 2 illustrates the mixed optimization/simulation approach by Horowitz and Granato (2001) (2) . In both cases the original flow diagrams have been greatly simplified for this discussion. In both figures, the box that reads "Demand, Assignment, Phasing, Delay" is the traffic forecast containing elementary adaptation, as described in the previous section. Figure 1 illustrates an optimization process that steps incrementally through time. Within each time interval, the deployment of signals is optimized using appropriate combinatorial algorithms. In an effort to reduce computation to a reasonable amount, it is necessary to constrain the size of the set of eligible new intersections in any given time interval by decisions made in previous intervals and by traffic warrants from the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) (8) . Optimization can occur with respect to any single measure of effectiveness (MOE), such as total system travel time. Figure 2 shows a slightly more complex algorithm that mixes optimization and simulation within the same time interval. First, cycle lengths are optimized for existing signals in the whole system. Second, intersections are signalized by simulating the actions of traffic engineers trying to implement the warrants in the MUTCD.
Because of the nested loops in both algorithms (Figures 1 and 2) , computation times are measured in days for regions of moderate size using the latest generation of personal computers. Because of the extremely large computation times, this type of nesting should be avoided wherever possible.
It is likely that introducing progression would involve similar forms of nesting, although this author is unaware of any attempts to forecast progression for long-range plans.
ALGORITHMIC ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTING NODAL INTERACTION
A more advanced form of nodal interaction involves one traffic control device changing the traffic characteristics for another traffic control device. These issues are very well understood and incorporated into many traffic operations models, such as TRANSYT-7F. However, they have not yet found acceptance in long-range travel forecasting models. There are a number of obstacles that must be overcome when implementing these types of nodal interactions in software: determining which intersections interact; efficiency of macroscopic traffic relations; and traffic assignment convergence issues.
Adjacency
If the delay calculations at nodes are to be sensitive to the traffic characteristics at upstream nodes, then there must be a way of automatically determining adjacency. Determining adjacency is not particularly difficult computationally, but most travel forecasting software packages are incapable of doing it, and most networks do not have their link or node attributes organized in a way that allows it. Determining adjacency not only involves finding relevant upstream intersections, but involves ascertaining which approaches at an upstream intersection contribute left, through and right movements to a downstream approach.
The critical aspect in determining adjacency is knowledge of what constitutes a through movement at an intersection. There are many different ways that through movements can be identified. For example, each street can be given a unique code number. Then movements that remain on the same street can be easily identified as throughs; movements crossing opposing flow can be easily identified as lefts, etc.
Determining adjacency would be simple if there was only one link between adjacent traffic-controlled intersections. A more typical case is shown in Figure 3 . Intersection E is upstream of intersection A, but there are three irrelevant intervening nodes. Except for centroid connectors, the number in italics next to each link is the street code. Node B is showing a bend in the road; node C is a midblock entry point for centroid connectors; and node D is a two-way stop, where the signs are on the N/S approaches. To ascertain that node E is adjacent to node A it is necessary to explore outward from node A, following the street between A and E, while disregarding all intersections that cannot interrupt traffic along the street. During this exploration it is also necessary to accumulate the time and distance between nodes A and E, as this information is required in the upstream filtering calculations.
Chopping between Nodes: Upstream Filtering
The most authoritative source of information on intersection delay is the Highway Capacity Manual. The HCM has described upstream filtering since the 1997 edition in the operational analysis for both signals and two-way stops. Upstream filtering is most important when intersections are close together.
Upstream filtering for signalized intersections involves the setting of a value for a single variable in the overflow delay term of the control delay expression for a lane group. This term, referred to by the notation I, is a function only of the degree of saturation at the upstream intersection. For the computations shown later the degree of saturation was taken as the volume-to-capacity ratio of the approach that contributes through traffic to the downstream intersection. For example, in Figure 3 the delay at approach α is affected by congestion at approach β.
Upstream filtering for unsignalized intersections affects delays at signed approaches and left turns from the major (unsigned) approaches. For example, in Figure 3 delays at intersection D would be affected by conditions at both intersections E and A. Carrying this example still further, delays for right turns from approach γ would be affected by platooning from approach β. The procedure in the HCM for incorporating effects of upstream filtering is quite complicated, so it cannot be fully described here. Essentially, the procedure calculates the proportion of time that a particular movement is blocked by one or more platoons on the major street. Important upstream intersection characteristics are the movement volumes, the signal timing, and the distance between intersections. The amount of blocked time is computed from probability theory without consideration of any coordination that may exist between the two adjacent intersections.
Delay at an approach in both cases of upstream filtering can be described as being a function of movements at the subject intersection and movements at one or two upstream intersections. In general:
where M s , M a , and M b are the movement matrices at the subject (s) and both upstream (a or b) intersections, c s , c a , and c b are vectors of intersection characteristics, d a and d b are the distances between subject and upstream intersections, t a and t b are the travel times between subject and upstream intersections, and g s , g a , and g b are green time vectors for each intersection. There would only be one relevant upstream intersection for signalized approaches, for left turns from major unsignalized approaches and for minor right turns at signed approaches.
COMPUTATIONAL TESTS Preliminary Tests
All of the important computational tests of this paper involve running the Cedar Rapids network through 100 MSA averages of a static equilibrium traffic assignment. This is a full-sized planning network with almost 2600 nodes, about 3800 links (one-way or two-way), 482 internal zones, and 55 external stations. About 800 nodes were explicitly designated as being traffic controlled: signalized; all-way stop; and some-way stop. Several versions of the network were available, depending upon the forecast year. This paper used the 1994 base network and another network with 2030 demands and optimized signal deployment. Two preliminary tests are needed to determine the stability of the traffic assignments with respect to convergence and multiple equilibrium solutions.
Delay at each signed or signalized intersection approach was calculated after each MSA average using the operational analysis procedures of the 1997 HCM. The general method of calculation is outlined in reference (3), except that the method was updated here to reflect improvements between the 1994 and 1997 HCM editions.
Convergence was tested by comparing 100 MSA averages of the 2030 network to 1000 MSA averages on the same network. This network was quite congested. The network contained elementary adaptation with upstream filtering. The two simulations had an RMS difference in directional link (streets and freeways only, no centroid connectors) volumes of 20 vehicles per hour or about 3.5% of the average link volumes. The use of 100 MSA iterations is acceptable, but some convergence error remains. This convergence error is attributable to the many stop signs on the network, which take an especially long time to reach a close approximation to an equilibrium solution.
The presence of multiple equilibrium solutions was tested by comparing two simulations with 100 MSA averages but differing considerably in starting conditions. One simulation used equilibrium travel times from a previous run (of 100 MSA averages) to start the first all-or-nothing assignment. The other simulation was started with travel times computed from link speeds that were 15% less than the speed limits. The two simulations had an RMS difference in directional link volumes of 23 vehicles per hour or about 4.1% of average link volumes. This test indicates that the error due to multiple equilibrium solutions cannot be discerned from the convergence error and, therefore, can be considered inconsequential.
Sensitivity Tests of Deployment
Although it may be obvious that the presence or absence of a signal would affect assigned traffic volumes, it is still worthwhile to get a sense of the size of the effect over a whole network when signals are optimally deployed. Figure 4 is a scatter diagram that compares link (streets and freeways, only) directional volumes between two traffic assignments in Cedar Rapids, one with the year 1994 optimal signal configuration and another with the year 2030 optimal (minimum vehicle hours traveled) signal configuration as created by the process illustrated in Figure 1 . The graph has 4585 points, representing volumes during the peak hour. The 1994 network had 238 signals, while the 2030 network had 278 signals, only 40 more. The networks were otherwise identical. The origindestination table was held constant at the 2030 level for both assignments and each assignment was carried through 100 MSA averages as noted earlier.
Although most points cluster close to the 45-degree line, considerable deviations can be seen for many links with less than 3000 vehicles per hour. The RMS deviation between assignments is 127 vehicles per hour, which is 22% of the mean assigned volume.
Sensitivity Tests of Progression
One would think that a corridor with good progression would attract more traffic than one with poor progression. However, it is difficult to judge the effect of network-wide optimization of signal coordination, as such optimizations have not been performed for long-range travel forecasts. Nonetheless, it may be possible to get a sense of the magnitude of the effect by comparing two arbitrary progression schemes. Figure 5 compares the link directional volumes between the 2030 network where all approaches have an arrival type of 3 to a similar network were all north-south approaches (roughly) get an arrival type of 4. An arrival type of 3 is similar to randomly arriving traffic and is typical of an isolated signal, while an arrival type of 4 is defined in the HCM as being a little better than random. Thus, priority is arbitrarily given to north-south (roughly) approaches. These settings of arrival type would equate to only a minimal effort at coordination. Figure 5 shows only minor deviations from the 45-degree line. The RMS difference between directional volumes was 52 vehicles per hour or about 9%. In another test where all arrival types were changed from 3 and 4 to 2 and 5 respectively, indicating a very aggressive signal coordination scheme, the RMS difference increased to 104 vehicles per hour or 18%. It should be noted that the 2030 Cedar Rapids network is highly congested, so the effects of progression are somewhat diminished when compared to a less congested network. There is an RMS difference of 107 vehicles or about 19%. This is almost the same difference associated with a very aggressive signal coordination plan. Since the effect of upstream filtering depends upon the volume-to-capacity ratios at upstream approaches, these results would likely vary with the level of congestion on the network.
Tests of Chopping

SUMMARY OF NODAL INTERACTIONS IN LONG-RANGE FORECASTING
In all cases, nodal interactions in delay calculations affect arterial links; freeway volumes were largely unaffected. This paper concentrated on macroscopic traffic assignment and delay methods. Of the five forms of nodal interactions, deployment and progression are highly computational and could not possibly be implemented within a microscopic traffic simulation framework with computers available within the foreseeable future.
The introduction of nodal interactions substantially increases the precision of forecasts. The combined effect of all forms of nodal interactions was not tested, but could be well in excess of 30% (RMS difference), excluding elementary adaptation, on networks similar to the one used here. Table 1 summarizes the status and effect of each form of nodal interaction. This paper did not provide computational tests of including explicit traffic-controlled intersections in long range traffic forecasts, as this issue has been adequately described in previous research efforts. It is assumed that including traffic-controlled intersections in forecasts is desirable.
CONCLUSIONS
Interactions between nodes in adaptive traffic forecasts take several different forms. Most prominent effects relate to equilibrium, chopping, smoothing, progression and deployment. All of these effects require a traffic modeling framework that contains explicit traffic-controlled intersections and the ability of the intersections to respond to forecasted traffic volumes and turning movements.
The different forms of nodal interactions involve different model philosophies and different levels of effort in terms of network preparation, algorithm development and computations. At one extreme of computational difficulty is deployment, requiring custom software that embeds the usual traffic forecast within one or more optimization/simulation loops. At the other extreme is smoothing, involving little more than identifying which intersections are downstream from a smoothing device, such as an all-way stop. This paper did not directly deal with the accuracy of forecasts. This paper has accepted the paradigm that better delay estimates result in better overall forecasts and better model sensitivity to traffic growth, changes in facilities, and changes in policy. Instead, the computational tests dealt with the precision of the forecasts. That is, does including a form of nodal interactions make a difference in forecasted volumes? The results of the tests on a full-sized network indicated that the precision of traffic forecasts was considerably improved. It was found that including deployment, chopping, and progression could individually contribute between 9% and 22% increases in model precision. Combined with improvements already associated with elementary adaptation, these nodal interactions would have a very large impact on forecasted volumes and measures of effectiveness, including vehicle hours traveled and air pollution emissions. 
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